INTRODUCTION
Hohenlohe et al. raise a number of concerns about our conclusions. We focus on those involving species status, divergence time, admixture, and D statistics because we regard them as the most consequential points. In general, Hohenlohe et al. largely recapitulate criticisms about sample composition, historic range, and the genuine species status of the eastern and red wolves made during the 25-year history of genetic research on the two forms. With the exception of Wilson et al. (1) , which was a preliminary treatment, we know of no convincing genetic arguments for distinct species status of the red wolf. On the contrary, a large body of evidence, including genome-wide studies of large population samples, suggests that it is a hybrid between the coyote and a unique population of the gray wolf (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) , and our complete sequence data reaffirm these past studies. The "eastern wolf" (or more generally the Great Lakes wolf population) has a controversial taxonomic status, and it has been argued to represent a distinct ecotype of the gray wolf admixed with coyotes (9) or a distinct species centered on Algonquin National Park and surrounded by a large admixture zone of coyotes, gray wolves, and eastern wolf hybrids. Gray wolves and coyotes are verified as interfertile by artificial insemination (10); however, these hybrids then reproduced without assistance in captivity, forming F2s (11) . In addition to the empirical population genetic evidence (3, 4, 8, 9, (12) (13) (14) , this purposeful and subsequent unintentional breeding experiment showed that hybrids of gray wolves and coyotes could readily be formed across two generations and do not follow Haldane's rule expected for biological species or show any evidence of infertility, confirming that they are very recently diverged, as suggested by the sequence evidence (see below). These data provide suggestive evidence that red and eastern wolves, which are hypothesized to have diverged from the coyote lineage more recently than gray wolf and coyote, must likewise be genetically very similar, reproductively interfertile, and, at best, questionably distinct from coyotes or gray wolves.
In support of this interpretation, we find a low level of unique alleles and genetic divergence among all North American wolf taxa, which requires that species-specific inferences should be made with caution and qualification. Our principal results showed that, with a variety of reference populations, red wolf and wolves from the Great Lakes region, including Algonquin wolves, were genetically very similar to coyotes or gray wolves. Even if a distinct origin is assumed, species status as distinct from either gray wolves or coyotes is questionable. Hohenlohe et al. note that red wolves "exhibit the greatest differentiation from the other groups," and cite them as comparable to the Mexican wolf. Although F ST can be inflated in small populations, we note that F ST between the Mexican wolf and Eurasian Gray wolves is 0.416. Furthermore, differentiation between the Mexican wolf and the three coyotes is higher (F ST = 0.464); both F ST values are more than twice as large as any comparison involving red wolves [see Table 2 in our previous work (8)]. We also note that the maximal F ST value involving red wolves (F ST = 0.188) is substantially less than the largest value between human populations (F ST of up to 0.28) (15) . This suggests that genetic differentiation between red wolves and other North American canids is comparable to the amount of genetic differentiation found between different continental human groups, which of course are not considered to be distinct evolutionary lineages.
Hohenlohe et al. also claim that "the observed proportions of unique alleles reveal a higher degree of evolutionary distinctiveness in red and eastern wolves relative to other North American canids." This statement is factually inaccurate. As stated in our paper (8) , the fraction of unique variants in North American canid groups varies from a high estimate of 5.13% in nonreference coyotes to a low estimate of 3.3% in North American gray wolves (that is, the fraction of unique variants is higher in coyotes, even though they are part of the reference group of samples than they are in red or Eastern wolves). Qualitatively, distinct evolutionary history should lead to increased fractions of novel alleles, but that is not what we observed. If we assume, for example, that red wolves were wolfcoyote hybrids with the ancestry proportions estimated [see Table 3 in our previous work (8) ], then their expected average fraction of unique variants would be 4.83%, higher than the 4.41% observed. In other words, red wolves have fewer novel variants than expected under our simple two-way admixture model, let alone, any model incorporating substantial ancestry from an additional North American canid lineage. To emphasize this point, we performed a leave-one-out analysis to quantify the expected number of novel alleles separately for high-and low-coverage genomes. For example, for a high-coverage recent hybrid, that is, 75% coyote and 25% wolf (for example, red wolf), we expected~8.8% of the genome to contain novel alleles, which was comparable to the observed fraction (8.78%) in the red wolf high-coverage sequence [see Table 4 in our previous work (8)]. Similarly, the expected fraction of novel alleles for a recent hybrid with 69% gray wolf ancestry (for example, Great Lakes wolf) is~6.3%, slightly lower than the observed fraction of 7.13% for the Minnesota wolf. Therefore, the observed fractions of novel alleles in all red and eastern wolf genomes are comparable to, or less than, that expected for a recent wolf-coyote hybrid. We conclude that there is no evidence for an independent ancestry for any of the New World wolves, because this would have led to the observation of more "novel" alleles than what was actually observed.
The divergence between the forms is unremarkable, not high enough to justify a revised species status, and is far more recent than originally advanced as 700,000 years ago (1). Our demographic analysis was designed specifically to assess this supposition. The analysis assumes that the red and eastern wolf each has a distinctly divergent origin in the canid phylogeny, and under this assumption, the Generalized Phylogenetic Coalescent Sampler (G-PhoCS) measures rates of gene flow and divergence times. To explain a "distinct origin" model, we have to assume extremely high rates of postdivergence gene flow from gray wolf and coyote, with contributions to each the red and Great Lakes wolf inferred to be >50%. This estimate is an order of magnitude higher than that inferred for species experiencing secondary contact after divergence, such as humans and Neanderthals (16) or dogs and wolves (17) . Consequently, these values suggest that a small minority of red and Great Lakes wolf lineages actually trace back through the distinct population in the model. Thus, the divergence time inferred for these two populations cannot be used to argue a distinct origin. At best, it implies that a small fraction of genetic contribution to red wolf comes from a population that diverged from the California coyote population roughly 70,000 years ago. This does not seem sufficient to justify a claim of distinct species or taxon. Although admixture is common in nature, the magnitude of gene flow among North American canids is atypical. We found extensive admixture across genomes in the Great Lakes, with 50% coyote and gray wolf ancestry in individuals from Algonquin Park, and wolves found elsewhere in the Great Lakes have closer tõ 75% gray wolf ancestry, a finding that is consistent with previous studies (6, 9, 13) . This complicated evolutionary history presents significant challenges to accurately infer evolutionary history. However, we do agree with Hohenlohe et al. that haplotype analysis would be useful for phased data and that a conservation framework is needed so that effective surrogates, even if admixed, can be preserved on the landscape (18) .
Hohenlohe et al. also criticize our interpretation of the D statistic results, arguing that they are uninformative as to the timing of admixture. Although the D statistic does not directly estimate the timing of admixture, it can provide some insight concerning the relative timing of admixture. Gene flow between populations following an admixture event will gradually equilibrate the amount of introgressed ancestry between populations. Uniformity across populations, exemplified by Neanderthal ancestry in non-African humans (16) , indicates ancient admixture, whereas variation among populations, as we observed among North American canids, indicates recent or ongoing admixture. There are many possible hypotheses for how this admixture occurred, but given the major anthropogenic environmental disruptions over the last 400 years, we believe that such disruptions are an important cause of hybridization and represent the most parsimonious hypothesis that explains our results.
A goal of the D statistic analysis is to identify introgression from either a coyote or candidate eastern wolf lineage into gray wolves. The eastern wolf is hypothesized to be more closely related to the coyote than to the gray wolf (19) . There are three possible outcomes of the analysis: (i) The D statistic values for the eastern wolf introgressor are greater, in which case eastern wolves and coyotes are distinct and eastern wolves were the introgressors; (ii) the D statistic values for the coyote introgressor are greater, in which case the eastern wolves and coyotes are distinct and coyotes were the introgressors; or (iii) the D statistic values are the same, in which case the coyote and eastern wolf are equally related to the introgressor, either because the introgressor is an outgroup to both or because the eastern wolf and the coyote are not distinct. In our previous work (8), the two genomes lacking any detectable gray wolf ancestry are the California coyote, which is unequivocally a coyote, and a canid from Quebec that is a putative eastern wolf. We compare the D statistic values calculated using either the California coyote or the Quebec canid as representative of coyote/eastern wolf and found very similar results (Fig. 1) . This leads us to provisionally reject the hypothesis that eastern wolves and coyotes are substantially distinct lineages. Although further sampling could theoretically reveal a cryptic eastern wolf, the simplest conclusion from our data is that only two nonadmixed lineages, gray wolves and coyotes, exist in North America. In summary, we disagree with Hohenlohe et al. and stand by the conclusions in our previous work (8) . 
